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COLLEGE VOICE
NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT WEDNESDAY, October 1,2008
Latino
Heritage
Month
LAUREN MORROW '09
news editor
September 15th marked the first day
of Latino Heritage Month. Itmay seem
strange that a month-long celebration
would star! in the middle of a month,
but this is easily explained in Latin
America. On September IS, 1821,
five Latin American countries - Costa
Rica,. El Salvador, Guatemala, Hon-
duras and Nicaragua - all gained their
independence. In addition, Mexico at-
tained autonomy on September 16th,
as well as Chile on September 18th.
Connecticut College kicked off
Latino Heritage Month two weeks
ago, with a convocation with speak-
ers such as: senior Cherisse Cruz,
freshman Rocio Garcia and 1987
alum Eduardo Castell, who cur-
Alum Eduardo Castell at Latino Heritage
Month Convocation. Photo by Gabrielle
t Kaminsky.
rently serves as the Executive
Deputy Comptroller of New York.
In honor of the month, La Uni-
dad, Conn's organization dedicated
to promoting awareness of issues
affecting Latinos, is presenting a
Latino Heritage Month Movie Se-
ries. Last Friday, the group showed
Maria Full of Grace. This week,
there will be a screening of Walk-
out, a film based on the true story of
student-activist and Mexican Ameri-
can Paula Crisostomo, at 7:00 PM
in the Unity House Pepsi-Co Room.
In addition to the Movie Series, Conn
will host a panel discussion, "Issues
Affecting Our Latino Communities,"
on Tuesday, September 30th at 4:30
PM in the Pepsi-CO room. Panelists
will include Angel Fernandez, a vol-
unteer in immigration issues, as well
as Dr. Dianne Kaplan deVries, project
director for the Connecticut Coalition
for Justice in Education Funding.
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Camelympics For A Cause
Camels support charities through campus-wide events
however, that many thought would
not be allowed: "The Longest Event
Ever." The "Longest Event Ever" is a
competition in which one person from
a donn places his or her hand on a
pole inside Cro and remains standing
there, attempting to be the last
person still touching the pole. Last
year's event lasted nine hours before
it ended. This year, players were
allowed to touch the camel outside
SEE CAMELYMPICS
Students compete in a Camelympics basketball game. Photo by Gabrielle Kaminsky
SARAH KOSOFSKY '12
staff writer
It's that time of year, Conn (although
it has arrived a bit early this year)! It's
the time of year where names become
obsolete and one's dormitory becomes
an identity. It's time for Camelympics!
However excitement-bearing and
competition-laden this weekend
was, there were quite a few
changes this year that definitely
changed the face of the games.
The most significant change is that
this year Camelympics was renamed
"Camelympics for a Cause." This
change was most isible in the coin
wars, in which dorms see who can
raise the most money in each of their
respective jars to win. Previously, this
moneywentto the dorms, This year, all
the change went to charities.
Camelympics was also moved to
an earlier weekend than in years past,
because Fall Weekend will now be
in October. However, many athletes
still missed out on the games this
year as a result of games, meets,
and other sporting events.
Another problem with the earlier
Camelympics is that Housefellows
had a hard time ordering T-shirts and
other articles of clothing for their
dorms, since they had to plan far in
advance in order to procure what they
wanted on time. It takes a while for
donn gear to be printed, and some were
worried that they would not get their
donn-spirited attire in time.
There were some changes in the
events scheduled for the weekend as
well. Floor hockey was eliminated,
as last year's event had become a bit
rough; swimming had also been taken
off the agenda. One event stayed continued on page three
Students at Camelympics opening ceremonies. Photo by Gabrielle Kaminsky.
Connecticut Colleges's Green Grade
Despite Being Among The Leaders In Environmental Studies,
Connecticut College Scores Only A HC"
KASEY LUM '11
news editor
Interested in how our sustainability
initiatives on campus score ana "green"
report card? A new website called
GreenReportCard.org launched on the
web on September 25th, 2008 can tell
you exactly how Connecticut College
is measuring up on the green platform.
GreenReportCard.org, better known
as the College Sustainability Report
Card, is published by the Sustainable
Endowments Institute; it is the first in-
teractive website grading 300 leading
universities based on their sustainable
efforts. According to the website's
methodology, the individual grades
are "based on thorough research of
sustainability best practices in higher
education concerning campus opera-
ENTERTAINMENT
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tions and endowment policies." The
data collected from each university
were from surveys conducted last
year, and are largely based on the en-
dowments schools receive and how
these fimds are put to use towards
sustainable measures on campus.
The executive director of the Sus-
tainable Endowments Institute,
Mark .Orlowski, explained, "The
College Sustainability Report Card
is the only independent evaluation
of sustainability in campus opera-
tions and endowment investments,
and it has the highest response rate
of any college sustainability rank-
ing or rating." Of the schools sur-
veyed Orlowski said, "Many are tak-
ing pride in greener campuses and
sustainability-savvy investments."
On the website, each school has
a profile and individual report card
including "A" to "F" letter grades
SPORTS
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Page 12
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---
in nine categories: administration,
climate change & energy, food &
recycling, green building, student
involvement, transportation, endow-
ment transparency, investment pri-
orities, and shareholder engagement.
Connecticut College earned an
overall grade of"C" on its report card.
With an abundance of student activ-
ism facilitated by environmental clubs
and a general focus to be sustainable
on campus, it may be a surprise to
many that Conn scored such an aver-
age grade. However, after reviewing
the factors that GreenReportCard.org
based its analysis on, it may suffice
to say that Conn is lacking in many
areas that could boost our sustain-
ability as a campus. Conn received an
"F" in the category of "Endowment
SEE SUSTAINABILITY
OPINION
Miss The Debate? See A
Complete Recap And Analy-
sis
Page 7
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THE COLLEGE VOICE
EDITORIALS
October 1, 2008 CONTRIBUTE: e-mail ccvoice@conncoll.edu
Letter From The Editor
The results of the College Sustainability Report Card are shocking. As an
institution that prides itself on a concern for the environment, receiving a C is
the equivalent of MIT being told they're just O.K. at technological studies. It's
unacceptable.
Or is it?
To really understand these results, we must look at them a bit closer. One of
our lower scoring areas, Green Building, seems to be a low grade for our lack
of construction rather than our policies. While we do not currently have any
LEED certified buildings on campus, when was the last time we built a new
building? The only new construction on the horizon, the Athletic Center, is
pursuing certification as we speak. Other institutions that scored higher than
us (and often had quadruple our endowments) were praised for their LEED
policies. Vet, a look at our environmental policies shows that we adopted a
similar Green Building Policy in March of 2005. Do your homework Green
Report Card.
Another weak area for Conn was our Investment Priorities. This is not a new
criticism. Two years ago, members of STANDcirculated a petition calling for
the college to divest. For those of you unfamiliar with the term, divestment is
an economic boycott intended to pressure a company to change its policies. In
this case, the company was an oil business supposedly financially backing the
violence in Darfur. Connecticut College associationwith this company was its
inclusion in Conn's mutual fund.
Again, our grade does not tell the whole story. It was and is not financially
feasible for the college to divest in this mutual fund.
The Green Report Card is not completely useless however. Connecticut Col-
lege scored F's in two areas: Endowment Transparency and Shareholder En-
gagement. And these are two areas that must change immediately.
I know EndowmentTransparency can be a tricky situation. Most colleges do
not make their endowment holdings public. While I think we should, the least
the administration can do is make the shareholder voting records, minutes, and
annual reports available tomembers of the college community. You can put it
on MoodIe.
While EndowmentTransparency is an issue of compromise, ShareholderEn-
gagement is not. Currently, there are very few ways for students to make rec-
ommendations to the board of trustees. Connecticut College needs to encour-
age active ownership in its students. A committee or town hall-style meeting
would be a step in the right direction.
Connecticut College is a green institution. Do not let this report tell you oth-
erwise. Unfortunately,this report reveals a much deeper problem: our students'
lack of interaction with the greenbacks.
-Ben
Agree?
Disagree?
Let us know what you think.
E-mail Opinion pieces or Let-
ters to the Editor to ccvoice@
conncoll.edu
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Coffee Grounded
Student-run coffee shop may
be in trouble
STEPHANIE SCHWARTZ '12
staff writer
Coffee. The drink is a primary sta-
ple 10 the lives of college students
everywhere, its huge doses of caf-
feme making it the perfect "pick-me-
up" after long hours of study or ...
other collegiate activities. Whether
old pros who drink it black or fans of
sugary Starbucks concoctions, most
can .at least agree on one thing: cof-
fee IS essential. With that in mind
it should come as no surprise that
among Connecticut College's many
student-run components is Coffee
Grounds, a small cafe managed com-
pletely by dedicated students. The
shop and its workers take great pride
10 Coffee Grounds' sense of autono-
my, but the space's recent renovation
and a shortage of managers have left
the cafe, located on the first floor of
Katharine Blunt, working hard to
maintain its individualistic character.
Students arrived back on cam-
pus this August to find that Coffee
Grounds had undergone massive
changes. The walls were repainted.
The table that served as a makeshift
counter was gone, replaced with an
actual, full-fledged bar. The salon
chairs and Elvis poster were thrown
out, along with other pieces that gave
the cafe its quirky touch. The place as
a whole now seems more clean and ge-
neric, more like another typical coffee
shop in this world of caffeine addicts.
However, Stephanie Blennerhasset
the sophomore worker helming th~
current revitalization, is full of ideas
to "give [the shop back] its "homey
feel," including a much needed triiNo
the Salvation Army for tacky decor.
When the Office of Student Life de-
tailed its plan for renovations last year,
many students made it clear they were
against any major changes, believing
that the cafe's rustic, eclectic feel is
part of what gave it character. How-
ever, the administration went along
with the construction anyway, and de-
spite disappointment, Blennerhasset
is trying to be unde,rstanding and
work with what she has been given.
"Some of the graduating se-
niors last year had no problem be-
ing rude to the school and making
their disapproval known, but I feel
this only makes the administra-
tion reluctant to cooperate with us
and [to keep the character of Coffee
Grounds]. we definitely need them
to communicate with the students."
In previous years, the cafe has been
run by a series of student managers,
bake~s, and banstas, all working to
provide the Conn community with a
good cup of coffee and a relaxing en-
vironment. The jobs were on a vol-
untary basis, with free food and cof-
fee as the only payment. However at
the beginning of the Fall 2008 te;'"
only three workers remained at Conn:
all others are either abroad for the se:
mester or graduated. Blennerhasset
is currently in talks with the school to
create some work-study positions in
the shop for second semester, with the
hope of gaining more employees. If
this works out, the plan is to try and
open the cafe earlier in the day (hours
in the past were 8-12 PM) in order to
bring more people and continue to
promote the community atmosphere.
This certainly is not the first time
Coffee Grounds has struggled. Its
opening was delayed at least twice
in the past due to construction and
miscommunications, and the Student
Government Association even sug-
gested hiring an outside contractor to
run the cafe in 2003, worried that the
space was being underused. However,
despite these pitfalls and moments of
doubts, Coffee Grounds still held on
gsindependent,cbe ~U~~
and is determined now to do so again.
"Coffee Grounds may not always be
as autonomous [as it has been in the
past] ,butitdefinitelywillalways be stu-
dent run," declares Blennerhasset, "It
is a catalyst for student involvement."
Anyone interested in working at Cof-
fee Grounds, which is hoping to open
later in the semester, contact Blenner-
hasset at sblenner@conncoll.edu.
Camelympics
continued from page one
of Cro with any part of their bodies,
as long as they stayed the entire time.
The judging for this event was
considered a problem by many this
year, because it was considered to be
inconsistent and unfair. The rules for
the game as it progressed through the
night were unclear for participants;
judges of the event made up their
own rules as they came and went,
calling disqualifications to eliminate
competitors. In addition, those
outside of the competition were never
told of the newly invented rules, so
that actions performed by a person's
housemates could disqualify them
(ex., one could not receive phone calls
past a certain time). Again, many
have called for the discontinuation of
the event because of its inconsistency
and torturous ways.
On the other hand, many of the
Housefellows and others who were
refereeing the events were harassed by
disgruntled teams over rules that were
not agreed on or liked by all.
Camelympics ended on Saturday
with the closing ceremonies, where
the winners for spirit, poster, and
shirt were announced, along with the
overall winners. Blackstone won
both the spirit and poster contests,
and Wright won for the T-shirt design.
In the end, Knowlton came in third,
Blackstone and Hamilton tied for
second, and Larrabee came in first.
Latino Heritage Month Convocation. Photo by Gabrielle Kaminsky.
If you have not yet made it to a Latino Heritage Month
event, show your appreciation for all that Latino Ameri-
cans have done for t~is nation by attending Tuesday s pan-
el diSCUSSIOnor watching the film in Unity House on Friday.
Friday Night Flood
Damages Hamilton
Dorm
Hamilton. Photo by Gabrielle Kaminsky.
NORA SWENSON '12 water was contaminated with an
oil that infiltrated into the pipes
during the system's construction.
Feelings among Hamilton resi-
dents on the event ranged from being
shocked at the irresponsibility, an-
gered by the inconvenience, or com-
pletely amused by the whole incident.
As one resident commented, "To
me, it seems completely irrespon-
sible and not the type of behav-
ior I expected to witness at Conn. I
also don't feel comfortable know-
ing my 'home' could be exposed
to that kind of damage -- I expect
my personal belongings to be safe."
Another student was more laid back
about the event. "It was clearly an ac-
cident. It's not like anyone intention-
ally went about trying to get the whole
dorm outside that evening. Then again,
I agree, hitting an apple with a golf
club in the hallway probably wasn't
the best idea, but stuff happens."
Campus safety arrived relatively
soon after the alarms went off and
immediately shut off the water. To
many students' relief, everything
was back to normal on the first floor
of Hamilton by Sunday evening.
staff writer
Friday night, September 19th, prob-
ably served its usual purpose for most
Connecticut college students: either a
day of no classes and the start to a fun
weekend, or a laid back evening after
the last day of a busy week. But for
those students living in the North Plex
dorm of Hamilton, this was not the case.
At around 9:30 PM, Hamilton in-
habitants stirred from the lull of their
evening to the screeching high pitched
sounds offire alarms going off. Initial-
ly, many figured it was just a manda-
tory drill, and were only relieved that
it wasn't ringing at 4:00 AM instead.
In under two minutes (while students
bundled up and ensured they had their
cell phones), the dormitory was evac-
uated with the exception of a number
of students panicking on the first floor.
The supposed fire drill was actu-
ally the result of the pipe of a water
sprinkler bursting after a student ac-
cidentally broke it, which occurred
when he hit an apple with a golf
club, and that apple hit the pipe.
The flooding ranged from rooms
112 to 123 on the first floor of Ham-
ilton, and most of the damage was
minor, affecting only things on the
floor like carpets or bags students
didn't manage to move to higher
ground before exiting the building.
Unfortunately though, most of
the water leaked down through the
floor to the computer storage room
below and may have damaged a lot
of the computer equipment, though
not much is currently kno n. The;.Larrabee residents ready for CrelymPics. Photo byHeidi Carothers.
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Sustainability Report
Card Could Help
College Refocus Their
Commitments To The
Environment
continued from page one
Transparency;" the reason behind this
stated as, "The college has no known
policy of disclosure of endowment
holdings or its shareholder voting re-
cord." The school received a "C" for
"Investment Priorities" because "The
College aims to optimize investment
return and has not made any public
statements about investigating or in-
vesting in renewable energy funds or
community development loan funds."
Although the grading criteria are gen-
erally straightforward and simple,
it can be eye-opening to review the
categories Conn scored lowest in and
the reasoning for the grades. Expos-
ing the factors Conn lacks in utilizing
resources sustainably will hopefully
motivate and encourage students,
trustees, and the administration to
strive for improved policies emphasiz-
ing a commitment to the environment.
Only 15 schools have earned the
high overall grade of "A-," qualifying
as College Sustainability Leaders, yet
the average grade of the schools sur-
veyed received a "C+," and more than
75% ofthe schools earned sustainabil-
ity grades in the "B" and "C" range.
Not only can these grades help col-
legesrefocus their commitments to sus-
tainability and to the environment, but
it also serves as a tool for high school
students applying to college. In a re-
cent poll from the Princeton Review,
63% of 10,300 college applicants said
that a college's commitment to the en-
vironment is an important factor that
could affect their decision. Orlowski
added, "Making a commitment to sus-
tainability[ ... ]is no longer a priority
of only environmentalists[.] Such in-
novations are capturing the attention
of everyone, from college trustees to
admissions applicants." Website us-
ers can create side-by-side compari-
sons of schools based on different
criteria as well as search for schools
with specific "green" programs.
As more college campuses nation-
wide stress the importance of sustain-
ability and environmental awareness,
it is crucial that schools review the
ways in which resources are used and
the ways in which they focns more on
sustainable measures. GreenReport-
Card.org is an innovative influence that
may increasingly contribute to schools
recognizing the importance of having
more eco- friendly campus policies.
To see Conn's full report card, visit
www.greenreportcard.org.
Connecticut College
Sustainability
Report Card For 2009
• Overall Grade: C
• Administration: A
• Climate Change & Energy: B
• Food and Recycling: B
• Green Building: C
• Student Involvement: B
• Transportation: C
• Endowment Transparency: F
• Investment Priorities: C
• Shareholder Engagement: F
Information from
www.greenreportcard.com
Photo by Gabrielle Kaminsky
Students Help Save Lives
Through 100 Projects For Peace
Andrea Burt and Jazmin Acuna Can-
tero presented their summer project
"Organs for Peace", which sought
to raise awareness about the impor-
tance of organ donation, specifically
in Paraguay. Currently Paraguay
has the lowest index of organ dona-
tion in Latin America (only three per
million habitants per year, or a mere
eight donors per year). Burt believes
it is important to educate the popula-
tion about the current Paraguayan
law, which requires all citizens above
the age of 18 to become organ donors
unless expressed otherwise. She also
created an awareness campaign. The
project was selected as one of the Da-
vis Projects for Peace program recip-
ients, which provides motivated un-
dergraduate students at participating
American colleges and universities
with $10,000 to design and implement
grassroots initiatives 1 which inspire
and promote peace.
year 5769, or the 5769th anniversary
of the creation of Adam). It is a day
of prayer, rest, and is characterized by
blowing the shofar, or trumpet made
from a ram's hom, which intends to
wake the listener and remind them
about the upcoming judgment. On
Rosh Hashanah, God determines the
fate of all -- wicked, righteous, and
those in-between. He inscribes the
pious into the Book of Life, allows the
wicked to be "blotted out of the book
of the living" (Psalms 69:29), and
gives the middle-class, so to speak,
ten days to prove their worthiness and
gain entry into the Book of Life. At
the end of this ten-day period is Yom
Kippur or "The Day of Atonement"
where each soul's fate is immortalized.
This holiday is observed by fasting,
intensive prayer, as well as hearing
the shofar and refraining from work.
To share in the celebration of Rosh
Hashanah, join Rabbi Rosenberg for
the college's service on Tuesday,
September30at7:30PMintheHarkness
Chapel Library. All are welcome.
~
Ring in the New Year 5769!
UConn professor delivers lecture: (Jonah) and the Meaning of
the High HolidqysJJ
Justin O'Shea '10 &
Claire Gould '10
staff writer & managing editor
On Wednesday September 24,
Dr. Tony Perry, a professor at the
University of Connecticut Department
of Gradnate Judaic Studies presented
the lecture, "Jonah, and the Meaning
of the High Holidays". His lecture
was based on his book "The
Honeymoon is Over - Jonah's
Argument with God", where he tied
together this popular Biblical story
with the upcoming Jewish holidays.
The familiar Biblical story of Jonah
revolves around repentance relayed
through the lens of the fantastic, or
mythical. God appears to Jonah and
insists that he demand repentance
from Nineveh, but Jonah refuses
and flees. He boards a ship, which
is then struck by a storm that God
himself conjured, and the ship's crew
reluctantly throws Jonah overboard.,
in order to appease Him. Jonah is
swallowed by a great fish ("Not a
whale!" as Dr. Perry exclaimed) for
three days, during which he repents his
disobedience and begs God for mercy.
God forgives Jonah, and he escapes
from the fish's belly. Subsequently,
Jonah accomplishes what God had
first demanded: travel to Nineveh and
preach to its people to repent their sins.
The story of Jonah, with its tale of
repentance of the individual and the
collective, directly parallels the ten-
day period between Rosh Hashanah
and Yom Kippur where Jews atone
for their sins and are forgiven by
God. Dr. Perry explained that the
ten-day period is a time of "re-
creation" where the individual is
purified, and becomes as vibrant
and innocent as they were at birth.
The Jewish High Holidays begin
with Rosh Hashanah, or "Jewish New
Year," because this commences the
new year in the Hebrew Calendar. (Fun
fact: Rosh Hashanah 2008 begins the
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Police Blotter
Brought To You By .l-Board
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 15-21 Thu 09/18/08 1l:04p Hospital Transport* N 1 Capacity
Capacity N Sun 09/21108 3:13a 2 Hospital Transports*
Thesday Thu 09/18/18 1l:14p Room Host S
The 09/16/08 1:40a Open Container N Sun 09/21108 3:13a J-Board saw ten students this
CDUC S Thu 09/18/18 1l:14p Noise S week. Of the ten, seven were
The 09/16/08 1:40a Underage PIU N Sun 09/21108 3:13a found responsible for at least
Failure to Comply S Drinking Games S one violation. Additionally, the
Tue 09/16/08 1:40a Friday Sun 09/21108 3:13a adjudication teams saw seven
Department Regulations S Fri 09/19/08 12:11a Property S students this week. Of the
Tue 09/16/08 1:40a Mutual Respect C Sun 09/21108 3:13a seven.four were found respon-
Mutual Respect S Fri 09/19/08 1:40a Underage PIU S sible for at least on violation.
CDUC C Sun 09/21108 3:13a
Wednesday Fri 09/19/08 1:40a Guest Host S
Wed 09/17/08 7:33p Department Regulations C
Room Host N Fri 09/19108 1:40a
Wed 09117108 7:33p DUl C KEY
Smoking (3) N Fri 09/19108 8:39p * Hospital transports were not
Wed 09117/08 7:33p CDUC N primarily caused by alcohol CDUC: Creating DangerousDrug PIU(3) N Fri 09/19108 8:39p intoxication and/or Unhealthy ConditionsProperty N
Thursday
pro: Possession and/or UseThu 09/18/08 12:57a Sunday
Underage PIU N Sun 09/21108 12:40a TOTAL:
Thu 09/18108 1l:04p Property S 7 Alcohol Incidents PNG: Persona non grata: an
Room Host N Sun 09/21108 12:40a 3 Drug Related Incidents individual is no longer allowed
Thu 09/18/08 11:04p Hospital Transport* S 3 CDUC to return to Conn College.
Drinking Games N Sun 09/21108 1:05a 2 Departmental Regulations
Thu 09/18/08 1l:04p Guest Host C IDUl DUI: Driving under the influ-
Underage PIU N Sun 09/21108 1:05a 3 Property ence
Thu 09/18/08 11:04p PNG C 5 Host Incidents
Noise N Sun 09/21108 2:41a 1 PNG
Have a question?
SGA's executive board now offers of-
fice hours in Cro 223 (by the offices
of Student Life) for students to come
anddiscuss any questions or concerns.
Please see the list below for specific
times and topics (if your questions
are more general, feel free to stop by
whichever time is most convenient).
Also, all are welcome to attend Open
Forum every Thursday at 7: 15pm in
Ernst Common Room in Blaustein,
email sga@conncoll.edu, or read our
assemblyminutes at sga.conncoll.edu
SPORTS HEROES AND LEGENDS
Puzzle by Frank A. Longo
Edited by WlII 5hortz
ACROSS
1. Tennis player Arthur who
won Wimbledon in 1975
5. Short office note
9. __ Vegas
12. Eighth Greek letter
14. Sunscreem'sbiggest hit"_
More": 2 wds.
15. Chicken _ king: 2 wds.
16. Three-time heavyweight
champion known as The
Go reatest: 2 wds.
18. _ and Coke (mixed drink)
19. Billion years. astronomically
20. Tennis player Borg who won
Wimbledon every year from
1976 to 1980
22. Gymnast Nadia who scored
seven perfect 10's at the
1976 Olympics
27. Immeasurably vast hole
29. At a distance
30. Speed skater Heiden who
lJ\lonfive gold medals at the
1980 Olympics
33. New Yolk City sports stadium
34. Dolphins quarterback Dan
lJ\lhoholds several passing
records
37. Double _ (Oreo cookie
variety)
39. Kind of whale
40.11_ blame you!": 2 lJ\lds.
42. Kareem _-Jab bar
(basketball Hall-of-F amer)
44. Medical plan for patients.
briefly
48. Lou Retton (gymnast
who won gold in the AII-
Around at the 1984
Olympics)
48. Pink fish
51. " that the truth!"
53. Russian for II n0"
55. Prefix meaning Ilflighf'
56. _ League Baseball
58. Jackie who was the first
African-American player in
56-Across
61. Golfer Ben who won the U.S.
Open in 1950. 1951 and
1953
63. Talk show guesfs lapel
attachment. briefly
64. SlJ\limmer Thorpe who won
gold at the 2000 Olympics
65. Tennis player who won the
U.S. Open in 1979. 1980,
1981 and 1984: 2 wds.
72. Mrs.. in France
73. "The thrill of victory and the
_ of defeaf' C'Wide World
of Sports" catchphrase)
74. See 11-Down
75. Pro-_ (tournament types)
Student concerns/SGA organiza-
tion structurelPriorities Plauuing
and Budget Committee
Leidy Valencia,President
Wednesdays4-6pm, Thursdays
3-4pm
SGA sponsored clubslclub constitu-
tionslFinance Committee
Harris Rosenheim, Vice President
Mondays I-2:30pm, Fridays 1-2pm
J-Board
Mike Escosia, Chair of Judiciary
Board
Mondays and Tuesdays 7-9pm
BOG/residential life
Andrea Burt, Chair of Residential
Affairs
Thursdays I :30-2:30pm
Academics/department advisory
boards
Keith Farrell, Chair of Academic
Affairs
Fridays I-2:30pm
SAC
Gili Ben-Yosef,Chair of Student
Activities Council
Fridays 1-2pm
Cultural Diversity Committee
WelbithMota, Chair of Diversity and
Equity
Fridays I :30-2:30pm
The CaniSGA website/SGA elec-
tions
Raja Kelly, Public Relations Director
Tuesdays 7-9pm
SGA minutes and resolutions
Claire Gould, PresidentialAssociate
Mondays andTuesdays 8-9pm
l!lJe~I~~~:-LearningNctvvork
www.n.1times.com/learning
76. Hockey Hall-of-F amer Gordie
77. Really big battles
32. Sammy Sosa's team
35. _ de piume (pen name)
36. "T ake _ empty stomach":
2 wds.
38. Org. that approves and bans
substances
41. Take a crack at
43. _ Bator (Mongolia's
capital)
44. Easter entree
40. She was named U.S.
s occers Female Athlete of
the Year for five consecutive
ye ars(1994-98): 2 wds.
47. "_ out!" (umpire'sshout)
49.11_ y plata" (Montana's
motto)
50. "Srn okinq or_?"
52. Get dressed up. with "o ut"
54. With 17-Down, skier who won
the downhill gold medal at
the 1994 Olympics
57. Indian prince
59. Big name in pens and
lighters
60. Applies frosting to
62. Canceled, in slang: Hyph.
64. "_ changed man!": 2 wds.
66."_ are things?'
67. U-turn from SSW
68. U-turn from SSE
69. "r he Crying Gamell star
Stephen
70. Rowboat propeller
71. Harris, O'Neill and Koch
DOWN
1. 24-hr. banking convenience
2. Moo _ pork (Chinese dish)
3. "Beavis and Butt-head"
laugh
4. Airport approximation: Abbr.
5. "The _ Squad" (1999 film
based on a 70's TV show)
6. "Green Acres" star Gabor
7. Singer also known as Scary
Spice: 2 wds.
8. _ board (spiritualisfs
device)
9. HeaV'y\Neight Champion from
1978 to 1985: 2 wds.
10. Father or son auto-racing
Hall-of-F amer: 2 wds.
11 . With 74-Across. golfe r wh 0
won the P.G.A.
Championship in 1942, 1949
and 1951
13. "You said it, pastor!"
14. Cyclist Armstrong who won
the Tour de France in 1999
and 2000
17. See 54-00wn
21. Oelivery room doctors. for
short
22. Filming equipment
23. Three kind: 2 uuds.
24. Runner who won three gold
medals at the 2000
Olympics: 2 wds.
25. Very dry
26. Org. that collects income
taxes
28. Pouchlike body part
31. "Give shot!": 2 wdj.
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ISSUE: CONN APATHY
State of Emergency OrMere Histrionics?
W. K. MOTA'10
contributing writer
Let us here put aside the large philo-
sophical debates surrounding right and
wrong. After all, I'm not talking about
abortion or the legality of pot - the latter
would be far too hypocritical, anyway
(... and there goes my political career).
I want to talk about the dearth of
conscientiousness on our campus, the
seemingly pervasive deficiency when
it comes to making rudimentary and
elemental "right and wrong" decisions.
On a campus like ours, it's easy to
name "privilege" as the number one
culprit. But there has to be more to this
tiber-disconnect from those around us.
After all, "privilege" on this
campus is too often isolated to
associations with economics
and race. And I don't believe
that either of these (very real)
privileges alone is capable of
producing the campus's cur-
rent aroma of discourtesy.
So what yields it, then? r
don't claim to know entirely,
but so far I've discerned it as
an amalgam of privilege and
liberalism and misconcep-
tions and misunderstandings.
Take, for example, our com-
munal, sex neutral bathrooms
(here I mean gender neutral
and surely not the act). It ap-
pears that some in this com-
munity find the word "commu-
nal" too evasive and difficult
a word to understand. E.g.,
the people who incessantly
fail to flush the toilet expect-
ing (arguably demanding)
that someone else will do it
for them. Gross, I know. But
believe me, this shit happens.
Or how about those who,
after having been ill the night
before, feel no shame in leav-
ing their puke in a sink to be
cleaned by someone else?
And what's up with the new
attitude that it's fine to carelessly
leave one's utensils and trash at a
Harris table to be picked up by "the
help," as a peer on CCC calls them?
Or you know what really gets me:
when I see garbage literally an inch
from the garbage can. Or when our en-
vironmentally friendly campus wakes
up Friday and Sunday mornings to
decently filled recycling containers,
second only to our campus grounds.
If you ask me, there is little debate
abouttherightandwrongofthesethings.
All of us - women, men, black
white, immigrant, poor, rich and so
on - simply by matter of being here
are endowed a certain amount of
privilege. True, some of these privi-
leges are owed to us by mere citizen-
ship. But what we fail to understand
is that some of these liberties are not.
And so it saddens me to see people
blatantly abuse the perquisites that
come with being a Western college
student. These include, but are not
limited to: (i) never having to worry
about the cleanliness of our putative
home (ii) debatably never having to
fret about what we're going to eat
(iii) and most significant, our ability
to act out in ways that, were we to
behave the same in the "real world,"
the consequences could be argu-
ably more severe, if not m9re real.
We liberals, upon hearing the words
"right and wrong," cringe and put our
hand to our ears. With our ambivalence
in the existence of God, we claim the
right be freethinking agents. Wearing
t-shirts that call for world peace, we
idolize Bob Marley and Dave, we call
for the end of Genocide in Sudan, and
for governmental and individual re-
spect of the environment; never fore-
going and always proudly claiming
our freedom to f"'ck, love, learn, blaze
and live and choose at our own will.
But many of us mistake liberal-
ism for hedonism, wearing the title
only when it suits us best, and fail-
ing to see the very irony in liberal-
ism, i.e. that in demanding respect
for our individual freedoms we
agree to respect those of others. The
irony is here, feel free to look for it.
These are supposed to be the best
four years of ALL of our lives (al-
though I hope that there
are better). So, I do be-
lieve that we have the
right to be iconoclast,
hermits, partiers, nym-
phomaniacs or whatev-
er. So long as we never
forget that we don't
live in a vacuum, that
at the base ofliberalism
lies respect and con-
scientiousness towards
the rights of others to
choose different from us.
No, I don't think I'm
perfect. No, I don't
have the answers. In
fact, this letter is a pub-
lic reflection on matters
that concern me as a
student. Yes, I'm also
aware that in suggest-
ing that there's some-
thing wrong with the
ethos - culture - of this
campus, I am not tak-
ing a popular stance.
But it is what it is.
And while I don't
think we are in a state
of emergency, I do
think this is more
than mere histrionics.
If You're Apathetic, Read This Article
Is a lack of geographic diversity contributing to Connecticut
College apathy?
HANNAH SPORER '09
contributing writer
"Do you think there is a general apa-
thetic undertonetothiscollege's student
body?" I asked a friend the other day.
"I don't really care," she re-
sponded, in an attempted jest.
In fact, numerous well-known
jokes, books, and even posters attest
wittily to the notion that not caring
is quite amusing. A poster I discov-
ered online shows a land telephone
covered in cobwebs, and the caption
reads, "APATHY: If we don't take
care of the customer, maybe they'll
stop bugging us." Although the post-
er's punch line is not difficult to de-
cipher, it brings up an essential issue
that may be endemic to our society.
Connecticut College is composed
of about I ,850 students. This is an in-
credibly small number, so each indi-
vidual student represents a significant
component of the student body. This
means that the many students that are
passively complaining about issues,
such as the high price oflock-outs and
the decreasing quality of Harris' food,
. could instead be voicing their opinions
on these issues to mold their school into
a place they would like to be living.
After speaking to a number of Conn
students, I found that many of them
are fed up with the level of apathy
they are see-
ing amongst
their peers.
However, it
is highly un-
fair to blame
Conn's entire
student body
for a large ab-
sence of ma-
jor social and
political ac-
tivism. Such
a problem is
not endemic
to people but
instead to
larger institu-
tions. .
Connecticut College often draws
students from a similar geographic
demographic (this is about place,
not race). Being in central New
England beckons college stu-
dents from all over this region.
According to the school's statistics
from the end of the previous academic
year, the student body is made up of
students from 41 states. Do not let
this mislead you; 25% of students are
from Massachusetts, 19% from Con-
necticut, 16%
from New
York, and as
the state gets
farther from
Connecticut,
the number of
students from
those states
decreases to
less than 5%
of the entire
student popu-
lation.Finally,
the number of
international
students is
only about
5%.
What do these numbers mean for
Conn's student body? A lack of de-
mographic diversity (again, this is
about place, not race) could be con-
tributing to an apathetic undertone at
this clillege. If you bring together a ,
"According to the school s sta-
tistics from the end of the previous
academic year, the student body is
made up of students from 41 states.
Do not let this mislead you; 25%
of students are from Massachu-
setts, 19% from Connecticut, 16%
from New York, and as the state
gets farther from Connecticut,
the number of students from those
states decreases to less than 5%
of the entire student population. "
significant population from very simi-
lar locations, those people will often
exhibit similar opinions on certain is-
sues. If you have people with similar
opinions, they are less likely to feel
compelled to enact change, as they
are less likely to see the need for it.
Since I have many international
friends and have been to many dif-
ferent countries, I can attest to the
fact that the more people you have
from different places, the more likely
that group is to discuss politics, to
become engaged in intellectual dis-
course, and to want to effect change.
Is a lack of demographic di-
versity really the only reason for
apathy? It is just one of many dif-
ferent possible explanations for
this incredibly pertinent impedi-
ment that is begging to be rectified.
Connecticut College is working on
expanding its student body demograph-
ically by calling to a larger audience,
but as students we need to work to-
gether within the institution to achieve
what we want. You have already taken
the first step by reading this article.
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Political Analysis
Writer Miriam Wasser gives a re-
cap and analysis of Friday's inau-
gural Presidential debate
MIRIAM WASSER '09
contributing writer
First Question: Where do you
stand on the financial recovery
plan?
Obama: Discussed the need for
oversight; insurance that taxpayers
get money back and receive gains
"if the market -- and when the mar-
ket returns," the need to make sure
"that none of that money is going to
pad CEO bank accounts or to promote
golden parachutes," and the need to
address the housing crisis and help
homeowners. He ended the segment
by declaring that the current crisis
"is the final verdict on eight years of
failed economic policies," i.e., the
trickle-down theory.
McCain: Stressed the need for bi-
partisanship, and for any financial
package to include measures for trans-
parency, accountability, oversight,
and it must "have options for loans to
failing businesses." He also said that
we must create jobs and eliminate our
dependence on foreign oil.
Follow-up segment:
Obama: Said he was optimistic
about the plan, and emphasized that he
warned about the sub-prime mortgage
crisis years ago. He also criticized the
"economic philosophy that says that
regulation is always bad," and said
that we must fix both short-term and
long-term problems in the financial
system concomitantly.
McCain: Seemed flustered about
the package, but answered that "sure"
he would vote for the plan as a US
Senator. He then proceeded to discuss
how he too warned about the looming
financial crisis, and how his admin-
istration will be famous for holding
people accountable. McCain also said
that he has "a fundamental belief in
the United States of America. And ...
under the right leadership, our best
days are ahead of us."
Second Question: Are there fun-
damental differences between your
approaches to what you would do as
president to lead this country out of
the financial crisis?
McCain: Said spending must be
controlled, particularly earmark
spending, and stressed that Obama
has requested millions of dollars of
Federal money as the Illinois Senator.
Obama: Noted that earmark spend-
ing accounted for $18 billion in last
year's budget, which is not a lot com-
pared to the $300 billion in tax cuts
for wealthy corporations and individ-
uals proposed by McCain. His eco-
nomic plan calls for a tax cut for 95%
of working families.
Follow-up segment:
McCain: Again stressed the money
Obama requested, the threat from ear-
mark spending, and that he has a mav-
erick reputation in the Senate. He also
mentioned that Obama's plan calls
for new Federal spending programs,
while he. wants to cut spending and
keep taxes low.
Obama: Rebutted by saying that he
proposes to close corporate loopholes,
stop providing tax cuts to corpora-
tions that are shipping jobs overseas,
and "make sure that we have a health
care system that allows for everyone
to have basic coverage" - earmark
spending reform will not be enough.
McCain: Said he wants to cut bUSI-
ness taxes to keep businesses in the
US and create jobs, and that he wants
"every flunily to have a $5,000 refttJd-
able tax credit so they can go out and
purchase their own health care ... [and]
to double the dividend from $3,500 to
$7,000 for every dependent child in
America" .
Obama: Stressed that McCain's pro-
posals do not fix corporate loopholes,
but just add taxes over them, and that
his health care tax credit system is a
bad policy because it leaves the health
care of individuals to the unregulated
open market, which cannot solve ev-
erything.
Third Question: As president, as
a result of whatever financial rescue
plan comes about and the biUions,
$700 billion, whatever it is it's going
to cost, what are you going to have
to give up, in terms of the priorities
that you would bring as president
of the United States, as a result of
having to pay for the financial res-
cue plan?
Obama: Said it is hard to anticipate
the tax-revenue for future years, es-
pecially as the economy is slowing
down, but that certain proposals will
be delayed. He said we must "elimi-
nate programs that don't work, and ...
make sure that the programs that we do
have are more efficient and cost less".
He gives priority to energy indepen-
dence, fixing health care, education
reform, and rebuilding infrastructure
to ensure America remains competi-
tive in the global economy.
McCain: Said that we must cut gov-
ernment spending, and do away with
ethanol subsidies and cost-plus con-
tracts in defense spending. He stressed
that he was the candidate more fit to
bring spending under control.
Follow-up segment: (both were
again asked if they were proposing
major changes)
Obama: He would look for savings
in defense spending, and acknowl-
edged that the current financial crisis
will affect the Federal Budget.
McCain: Suggested "a spending
freeze on everything but defense,
veteran affairs and entitlement pro-
grams," and criticized Obama's pro-
posals for inefficiencies, and for their
over-spending.
Fourth Question: What do you
see as the lessons oflraq?
McCain: Said "the lessons of Iraq
are very clear that you cannot have a
failed strategy that will then cause you
to nearly lose a conflict," and stressed
that defeat would have been danger-
ous-but that the tactics and strategy
of General Petraeus have been suc-
cessful
Obama: Stressed that the real issue
was whether we should have invaded
in March 2003, and that he opposed
it from the beginning because it was
a distraction from the fight against al-
Qaeda and the search for Osama bin
Ladin.
Follow-up segment:
McCain: The next president will
have to deal with issues of how and
when to exit, and the legacies left be-
hind, not whether we should have in-
vaded. He then stressed his travel ex-
perience and the success of the surge,
which he had promoted all-along,
as evidence that he would better
equipped to make decisions. McCain
also said that both General Petraeus
and bin Ladin believe the central bat-
tleground is in Iraq.
Obama: Said that McCain acts as
if the war began in 2007 (with the
surge), while ignoring the fact that it
was a "tactic designed to contain the
damage of the previous four years
of mismanagement of this ar." He
clarified that he opposed increasing
defense spending bills without time-
tables, and that the central front of the
war on terror is Afghanistan.
Fifth Question: Do you think U'S.
troops should be sent to Afghani-
stan, how many, and when?
Obama: Said we need more troops,
and that we cannot separate Iraq from
Afghanistan. He also said that we
must pressure the Afghan government
to work for its people, get the poppy
trade under control, and "deal with
Pakistan" (i.e., they have not used the
billions of dollars we have given them
to get rid of terrorist safe havens).
McCain: Acknowledged it was
wrong for us to "wash our hands" of
Afghanistan so early on, and that we
need a surge in troops there. He said
he was not willing to use our aid pay-
ments as leverage against the Paki-
stanis, and that what we really need is
for the Pakistani people to be on our
side, and for them to help us root out
terrorists.
Follow-up segment:
Obama: Clarified that he never said
he wanted to attack Pakistan, but that if
the US has al-Qaeda members, or bin
Laden, etc, "and Pakistan is unable or
unwilling to act, then we should take
them out." He also mentioned that our
support of Musharraf was part of the
reason we have no legitimacy in Paki-
stan. Also accused McCain of saying
we could "muddle through" Afghani-
stan while focusing on Iraq.
McCain: Emphasized his record of
involvement with national security is-
sues, stressing that he was better fit to
make tough decisions about military
commitments. He also said that Gen-
eral Petraeus acknowledges that we
will fail in Iraq if we follow a specific
withdrawal timetable (what Obama
proposes), and that failing there will
have calamitous effects in Afghani-
stan and American national security
interests in the region.
Sixth Question: What is your
reading on the threat of Iran right
now to the security of the United
States?
McCain: Said that a nuclear Iran
threatened the existence of Israel,
and would likely cause a regional
nuclear arms race, and he proposes
that a group of democratic states join
together to put meaningful sanctions
on Iran. Also noted that Iran is aiding
Iraqi insurgents, and that overall, the
country is a threat to global security.
He also criticized Obama's willing-
ness to engage in diplomacy without
pre-conditions as naive and danger-
ous.
Obama: Said that he thinks the Re-
publican Guard of Iran is a terrorist or-
ganization, and that they pose a giant
security threat. But, unlike McCain,
he supports "tough direct diplomacy"
with Iran. He also defended his diplo-
macy proposals- "the idea is that we
do not expect to solve every problem
before we initiate talks" -on empiri-
cal grounds.
Seventh Question: How do you
see the relationship with Russia? Do
you see them as a competitor? Do
you see them as an enemy? Do you
see them as a potential partner?
Obama: Said "a resurgent and very
aggressive Russia is a threat to the
peace and stability of the region". He
also stressed that we must enforce
the cease-fire and removal of Russian
troops from South Ossetia and Abk-
hazia, while also supporting other de-
mocracies in the region.
McCain: Criticized Obama's initial
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response to the Russian invasion, and
spoke of the connections to energy.
He also mentioned his travel and con-
tact records in the region.
Follow-up segment:
Obama: Said he did not differ much
from McCain, and further drew con-
nections to NATO expansion and en-
ergy independence.
McCain: Continued the debate
about energy policy.
Eighth Question: What do you
think the likelihood is that there
would be another 9/11-type attack
on the continental United States?
McCain: Stressed that America is
safer today than it was on 9/1 I, but
that we have to strengthen our techno-
logical and intelligence capabiJities-
without the use of torture.
Obama: Said that in some ways we
are safer, but that we still have a long
road ahead: we must deter nuclear
proliferation and terrorist groups like
al-Qaeda by focusing more on Af-
ghanistan, and that we also must fix
America's poor global image.
Follow-up segment:
McCain: Again remarked that
Obama "doesn't get" that losing the
war in Iraq will cause us to lose the
war against al-Qaeda in Afghani-
stan. Said Obama doe not have the
. knowledge and experience to make
the types of foreign policy decisions
required as President, but guaranteed
that "as president of the United States,
[he knows] how to heal the wounds of
war, [he knows] how to deal with our
adversaries, and [he knows] how to
deal with our friends."
Obama: Said "we have weakened
our capacity to project power around
the world because we have viewed
everything through this single lens ...
and the next president has to have a
broader strategic vision about all the
challenges that we face."
Highlights of the Debate:
1) Obama repeatedly saying under
his breath or over McCain's com-
ments, "John, that's just not true .... "
2) McCain repeatedly saying that
Obama "just doesn't understand ... "
3) McCain's creepy smile and refer-
ences to his age (and his old pen).
4) Obama's tendency to interrupt
and speak over McCain and Lehrer.
5) ... And the winner: when Me-
Cain said, HI think the lessons of Iraq
are very clear that you cannot have a
failed strategy that will then cause you
to nearly lose a conflict" (no, really?)
Analysis of the Debate
In the first section of the debate,
the candidates were asked three ques-
tions about the current US financial
crisis. Both candidates repeated the
proposals and figures they have been
saying all week, but it was interesting
to watch them argue back and forth.
Stylistically, in this section, Obama
certainly had the upper hand. He put
a somewhat flustered McCain on the
defensive, and articulated his posi-
tion and policy proposals in a clearer,
calmer fashion. As could be predicted,
neither candidate was willing to give
specifics about the impact of the fi-
nancial crisis on their administration's
spending, though at one point, Me-
Cain suggested "a spending freeze on
everything but defense, veteran affairs
and entitlement programs" (I hope he
was joking around.) They debated
the merits of the trickle-down theory,
defense spending, and the funding of
Federal programs, all the while agree-
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ing on the need to create more jobs,
increase oversight in the financial sec-
tor, and cut unnecessary spending.
McCain's focus on earmark spend-
ing appeared inane when compared
to bloated defense budget figures and
the ~xtra Federal revenue expected by
closing corporate loopholes.
In the second section, the candi-
dates were asked five questions about
foreign policy-particularly about
Iraq, Afghanistan, Iran, Russia, and
the relative level of security in the
US. Stylistically, in this section Me-
Cain, whose area of expertise is na-
tional security and foreign policy,
controlled the debate, and put Obama
on the defensive for most of the time.
Obama, however, held his own, knew
his facts, and intelligently articulated
his point of view. I don't know how
other Americans received McCain's
consistent "Obama just doesn't un-
derstand" approach, but I found it
sounded empty, particularly because
the debate was less about facts, and
more about approach, strategy, and
tactics. McCain's military and travel
experience was apparent, and I was
surprised that Obama did not mention
his usual "fresh face in politics will
change things" argument. I was most
interested in the areas where they
clashed, such as how to deal with Iran,
Pakistan, and whether there should be
a withdrawal timetable in Iraq. We've
heard them make all of the same ar-
guments on the campaign trail, but it
was interesting to watch them fight it
out at the podium.
I thought Obama's argument for
negotiating with Ahmadinejad could
have been stronger than "what we
have been doing has yet to work," be-
cause McCain's belief that we do not
negotiate with terrorists/rogue states
has a deep moral tradition and fol-,
lowing in the US. I thought they both
made strong arguments for dealing
with Pakistan: they both asserted, sup-
ELI MANGOLD '11
contributing writer
These past few days have been
very difficult for me, and I appreci-
ate those who gave their advice. But
how can you possibly choose the bet-
ter primetime CNN anchor without
tearing your heart in two? Anderson
Cooper with his steely good looks, or
the sage Wolf Blitzer? This question
has been constantly running through
my mind. Common criticisms I re-
ceived for my ruminations consisted
of, "This is like comparing apples and
oranges, Eli," or the even more ex-
treme, "Why does this even matter?
You're starting to creep me out, Eli."
I respond to these abominations
with utter shock; I remind them that
the formative years of my youth
were spent watching these two bea-
cons casting their harbor light upon
my stranded soul. I bathed in An-
derson's brave coverage of the Iraq
invasion, when he embedded him-
self deep into my psyche. Wolf's
stoic reportage of the 2004 presiden-
tial election chilled me to the core.
Tossing and turning last night, I
dreamt of Anderson and Wolf warm-
ly gazing down upon me from the
stars. In the Western sky, Anderson's
eyes blazed with the blue of Alpha
Bootis and Alpha Centauri, some of
our brightest stars. Wolf's meticu-
lously trimmed beard shone amongst
the wispy trails of the Milky Way's
outer rings. I could detect a sense
of wistfulness in their smiles as if,
an era was coming to an end. Drift-
ing in and out of consciousness like
a feverish child, I was tossed about
from dream to dream. The last thing
I remember was a pack of wolves
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ported, and defended their individual
approaches and willingness to pres-
sure Pakistan. I thought Obama took
a bit of a hit when McCain noted that
the next President will have to con-
tend with exiting Iraq, not whether we 1------------------------------
should have invaded in the first place,
though Obama's point about McCain
"liking to pretend the war started in
2001" was strong. Both candidates ac-
knowledged that the war in Afghani-
stan is absolutely related to the war in
Iraq, though McCain opposes setting
a timetable for troop withdrawal, and
Obama was very critical of McCain's'
past willingness to declare Afghani-
stan a success, and move on to Iraq. I
wish that the candidates had discussed
their proposals for non-military ac-
tions in Iraq and Afghanistan beyond
the vagueness of pressuring Iran and
supporting democracy. Neither saw
Russian aggression as fomenting a
new Cold War, but both criticized
Russia's actions and called for sup-
porting weak democratic states in the
region. Neither candidate made any
mention of Chinese ascendancy, or
the possible restructuring of the world
system and global power distribution,
two important things I wish they had
discussed.
Overall, I appreciated Jim Lehrer's
efforts to get the candidates to talk to
one another, and I enjoyed the liveli-
ness and humor in their attempts to
talk over each other. As expected,
both candidates proposed vague poli-
cies, but, interestingly, were chal-
lenged and forced to get more specific
in the rebuttal segments. Most objec-
tive analysts of the debate declared a
tie, with neither candidate dominating
the discussion overall nor landing a
"knockout punch." I agree with this
assessment, and look forward to this
week's Vice Presidential debate, for
that might be more likely to sway the
candidates' pre-election standings.
Afreshman reflects on the agonizing
process of becoming a college student
up, going the "Accepted" route and
inventing our own school to impress
our parents. We licked envelopes,
we clicked "send" buttons, and then
Approximately one year ago, pos- we sighed with relief. And waited
sibly more (for those over-achievers Some of us applied early action or
among us) the current freshman class decision, and were lucky enough to
began the endless process that would know months before the rest of our
eventually put us here: college appli- impatient friends. Those who did
cations. We visited, we questioned, (and were accepted) had no problem
we decided whether we wanted a city announcing it to everyone in their
school or a small town; we searched classes, who would only groan in re-
the Internet, we bought the guides, we ply. Some schools gave a specific date
talked to our counselors. We scribbled and time, others just promised a let-
out essay after essay, about a special ter "sometime in April". We did our
experience in our lives, about the schoolwork, heeding the warning that
things we want ----------------- schools can
to do, the things "A small envelope could in fact un-
we want to be; l h d d accept you ifa so mean t e rea ed wait-trying to sound your grades
better than ev- list. The 'oh, we'renotsosure drop too
eryone else but l o w.We e k s
never cocky. Pick about you, so give your $600 passed, and
me because I am to some other school while finally the e-
the most amazing mails and let-
person ever. And we make up our minds' list. " ters arrived.
very modest, too. A small
We organized chronologically every envelope meant immediate disap-
single volunteer experience we have pointment (although sometimes it
ever had, every job, every honor, and was only to say your application has
every award. We took and retook stan- been received or something about
dardized tests until we could no lon- how awesome the college is- always
ger listen to an hour of instruction for ended with a friendly "Good Luck!")
a single test (COMPLETELY fill in and a large, fat, package, decorated
the bubble. Failure to do so may jeop- with the school colors and/or mas-
ardize your test scores). We took the cot meant only one thing. Success!
hard classes while our parents told us A small envelope could also mean
how their senior year of high school the dreaded wait-list. The "oh, we're
was a time to relax and have fun. We not so sure about you, so give your
heard our guidance departments ex- $600 to some other school while we
plain that incriminating Facebook make up our minds" list. Do I sound
photos and slacking off fourth quar- bitter? Eventually, all was resolved.
ter senior year has kept many a stu- Then came time for (some of)
dent from the college of their dreams. us to make our decisions. How far
We filled out application after ap- away from home? Party school or
plication. We made note of deadlines, study school? Tech school or liberal
and we complained to our teachers arts? Boring mascot, or CAMEL?!
when any large assignment got in our For a lot of us, it was an easy deci-
way. We dressed up for interviews and sion (except for maybe convincing
again tried not to sound cocky while our parents that we are worth fifty
explaining how awesome we are. We grand a year). but for others it was
convinced (or tried to convince) our a tedious time: weighing pros and
parents to let us go to college far from cons, mapquesting distances, etc.
home, and we fought with them over And now? Here we are! None of
the cost of tuition. We (or our par- it really matters, except for the odd
ents) wrote check after check to send "Oh you're wearing a Middlebury
to each college (some, conveniently, shirt? Yea, I applied to that school. .. "
took credit cards) as a bribe to just conversation starter. We can only
read our applications. To just consid- be thankful that at least for four
er us. We were inexplicably angered years, we do not have to go through
by any college that didn't accept the that again. Grad school, anyone?
Common App. We considered giving
BETH REICH EN '12
staff writer
rushing towards me, when suddenly
a blue-eyed phantom leapt towards
them just as they were about to devour
me whole. When the beasts collided,
a brilliant flash of light exploded in
my head. I awoke in a pool of sweat,
and since that night, I have slept lit-
tle and listened to a lot of Bon Iver.
As 1 sat in my bed later that day, I
stared out of my western-facing win-
dow at the setting sun and pondered
what this dream could mean. For so
long I had divided my loyalties equal-
ly between Anderson and Wolf, butit
seemed like these two powerful psy-
chological forces would destroy me
if I continued loving them the same
amount. I felt like Adam in the Gar-
den of Eden, deciding between eternal
happiness with God in the garden and
a mortal life with Eve in the waste-
lands. I had an unavoidable decision
to make. Tears welled in my eyes.
Ultimately, the bluest eyes in the
business won me over. I do admit that
Anderson can lack the warmth that
Wolf exudes, but he makes up for it
with wit as dry as Cabemet and a con-
fident squinting of the eyes (which he
acquired during his years at Yale). In
addition, Anderson has faced down a
great deal of adversity, only to subli-
mateitintofantasticjoumalism.Ander-
son's father died when Anderson was
just eleven, and his brother committed
suicide when Anderson was twenty-
one. He also overcame mild dyslexia
and a small bout with skin cancer.
You would not think it, but that steely
gaze has a powerful story behind it.
I know this op-ed will likely ignite
a great deal of controversy amongst
Connecticut College students, but I
hope the ensuing discussions will help
everyone come to know themselves
better and help answer one of our gen-
eration's most important questions.
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What Radio Station?
LILY HOLLAND '11
You know that modest, mysterious
building attached to Cro that's softly
emanating tunes? It turns out we have
a radio station here at Connecticut
College. WCNl, the public radio
station broadcasting live from
Connecticut College is one of the most
overlooked aspects of this campus.
The Voice caught up with Program
Director, Conor Walsh in the WCNl
studio. Between track changes and
the occasional announcement over the
air, we got a behind-the-scenes look
at what goes on at WCNl, and ended
up being a very pleasant surprise.
Upon entering the building, a narrow
hallway plastered with band, album,
and artist stickers and other cool
staff writer
it's this musical variety that makes
WCNl what it is. "The beauty of public
radio," Walsh says, "is that no one can
tell us what to play or when to play it...
so everyone has their own spiel here.
I come on for am half and a half hour
a week and do my stuff. I play rock
and blues and then the person after me
could be playing Brazilian classical."
Not surprisingly, this eclectic
variety of music has attracted a wide
range of mostly off-campus listeners.
Because there are no actual statistics
on the listenership, DJs base it off
of the incredible assortments of
listeners who call in. Callers range
from Conor's mom, to angry death
metal fans dishing out threats to DJs
posters leads you to a studio at the end
where Conor was wandering in a two-
room forest of albums and records
searching for a track. Scribbled notes
of new artists added to the collection,
notices of schedule changes, and
other memos are haphazardly
tacked to any space on the studio
walls not taken up by the extensive
and eclectic collection of music.
WCNI is a community, public
radio show that is essentially run by
Connecticut College students. But
it's not just Connecticut College
students working to make WCNl what
it is: half of the current DJs are New
Londoners and half are Connecticut
College students. Walsh elaborates,
"Someone made the analogy that the
community members here at the station
are like the soil and the students are
the crop, and the crop always changes
but the soil remains the same. So, the
students come through and they do
their two, three, four years here but
these community members have been
here for like thirty plus years." The
students are still the ones who run the
board, make the schedule, and fill the
positions. "The community members
are the glue that stick it together
but the students call the shots."
Because of the wide variety of
individuals involved with WCNl,
there is an extremely diverse selection
of show genres. This includes
everything from a country show to
two brothers who play Latin music
and believe it or not, not one, but two
p(llka shows. "Thos~ guys have some
of the most devoted fans," says Conor,
"we switched around their schedule at
some point and fans called in yelling
'where are the Polka people]?" But
~ t
Conor Walsh at WCN!. Photo by Brooke Smith
who don't play their song requests.
There are actually hummers in
Iraq listening to WCNl because
one faithful community DJ went
to Iraq and has his whole battalion
listening to old WCN! recordings.
While Conor and the other students
are greatly appreciative of the
community contribution, they would
like to see more students not only
involved, but also tuning in "so that
people don't respond to me and say,
'we have a radio stationv'" Since the
station isn't funded by the school, for
two weeks every February WCN! has
a marathon that keeps them running
for a year. But this year they are
looking to renovate the production
studio so that they can actually have
student musicians come in and record,
or for bands to do interview concerts.
Walsh is also looking to expand in
other ways such as broadcasting
the College's games. "There's no
reason the radio station shouldn't
be playing in Cro," Walsh says.
With Conor as program director, big
changes are on the horizon for WCN!.
Walsh says they are definitely looking
to get more DJs so they can become
more selective about what goes on the
air. WCN! is currently training around
twenty-five sophomores andfreshmen.
So dig out that boom-box you have
kicking around your closet and tune in
to 90.9, or listen to it streaming online
at www.WCNIradio.org. "There
aren't many stations you can listen to
today that don't have commercials and
are purely for the music," Walsh says.
And with this kind of variety, there has
got to be a show out there for everyone.
Let The Games Begin:
Fun Times With The
Gaming Club
RACINE OXTOBY '11
staff writer
Last Friday, September 19, was
Open Gaming Night, the first official
kick-off for the Connecticut College
Gaming Club. Running from seven
to midnight, all were welcome to
enjoy a multitude of board, card, and
video games, as well as goof off and
"nerd out" to their hearts' content.
Senior Hanna Burnett has been the
Gaming Club's president since her
sophomore year, although she says that
times have changed since she first took
charge. "When I joined the Gaming
Club, it was more a group of students
who would get together once a week
and play games... in theory," says
Hanna. The lack of spontaneity and free
time for many of the members to get
together to play games didn't exactly
hold the interest of many members
of the group, so Hanna decided that
it was time for a change in the club.
What used to be allotted "fun time"
for the club members to play games
together now are meetings for the
club to plan and organize campus-
wide tournaments and open gaming
nights. "Not only does it make
our meetings more worthwhile,"
says Hanna, "but we're getting
the whole campus involved, and
I'm so thrilled with the outcome."
Each year, the Gaming Club
throws about five tournaments.
Games are usually picked according
to popular demand. "We try to offer
both video and non-video games
of a wide variety," says Hanna.
"However, sometimes the largest
outcry from those already aware of
the club can be a bit overpowering, so
oftentimes most of our tournaments
end up being video game related."
So don't be disappointed if your
favorite board games are never getting
enoughrecognitiononcampus. Instead,
let your voice be heard, and it might
be the focus of the next tournament.
Last year, tournaments were held
for games like Guitar Hero III, Super
Smash Brothers Brawl, and Mario
Kart: Double Dash!!. While some
ideas for video game tournaments this
year are bouncing around, nothing is
finalized. "We aren't yet sure exactly
when our events will be held this
semester, since we pretty much just
focus on one thing at a time," says
Hanna, "but I can say as it stands we
hope to run at least three more open
gaming nights (one per month) and
two or three tournaments." Hanna
also adds that, "The success of the
first open gaming night has persuaded
me to consider more events like it."
Tournamentsandopengamingnights
areusuallyheldeveryoccasionalFriday
night in Blaustein or the Lambdin
Game Room, although locations
and times may change depending on
availability. While it costs to enter the
tournaments (the Gaming Club has to
pay for the prizes somehow, guys),
spectators are always free, so all are
welcome to enjoy themselves, be
entertained, and get to know who they
have to beat at the next tournament.
Celebrity Rehab Dance
Addictively Fun
ARIELLE SHIPPER '10
contributing writer
Last Thursday, SAC broke with
tradition and produced a smash-hit
of a TNE; Connecticut College's
first Celebrity Rehab dance. Party-
goers were asked to dress up as
their favorite celebrities who have
already been, or are quickly heading
towards, a stint at the Betty Ford
Center. Why celebrity rehab? Kiefer
Roberts, SAC co-representative for
the class of 2011 and the brainchild
behind the event said, "I'm a sucker
for pop-culture, and I stay up on the
lives of Lindsay, Britney and Paris
as much as possible," citing the
guilty-pleasure celebrity blog Perez
Hilton as a source of information.
As far as secret indulgences go,
Perez and TMZ are high up on the
list, so Roberts felt that it would be
appropriate to "poke fun at the people
we watch constantly and consume."
A Celebrity Rehab dance was the
perfect way to disrupt the dullness
of this year's famously uneventful
Thursdays, and gave students a chance
to wind down from one of the busy
weeks leading up to midterm season.
According to Julie Sizer, fellow 2011
SAC representative, the committee
worked hard on bringing the theme
to life through many tongue-in-cheek
details such as a red carpet outside
the dance to give the feeling of being
photographed by scandal-hungry
paparazzi. SAC representatives
"
dressed as doctors and passed out Dixie
cups of skittles, tic-tacs, and other pill-
like candy to satisfy everyone's sugar
cravings. Most importantly, hospital
bracelets printed with the name of this
year's Fall Concert performer (Ben
Lee!) were also provided to those
who attended the dance, a novel and
fun way to make the announcement.
Music was provided by DJs E@
zy, Evan and Josh, all of the Class
of 2011. Roberts chose these DJ's
because of their talent and the variety
they would bring to the music lineup;
it was his hope that everyone would
be happy, regardless of whether
they wanted Top 40 music, or "club-
like" music, such as electronic and
techno. They did a "phenomenal
job," satisfying the Mary-Kate
Olsens and Samantha Ronsons that
came there to dance the night away.
Roberts himself dressed as a "not so
cracked-out" Bobby Brown, complete
with smears of coke. Sizer observed
students dressed as Michael Jackson,
Britney Spears, and Lindsay Lohan,
among others. As a first-time event,
the Celebrity Rehab dance was an
overall success. SAC representatives
would have liked to see an even higher
attendance, but they acknowledged
the heavy workload around this
time of year, and suggested that
perhaps next time a Saturday
would be a more accessible night
for students. According to Roberts,
however, "The Amy Winehouses?
They did not fail to impress."
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The Talented Faculty Of The Art Department
Displays Their Work In Cummings
BECCA SHUBERT '12
TheFacultyArtExhibitinCummings
has been on display for a few weeks and
it was a very worthy and enthralling
experience to visit the exhibit. The two
galleries, 66 and Manwaring, are full
of beautiful pieces of artwork done
by our talented faculty here at Conn.
staff writer
coinciding with the title of the piece.
In theManwaring Gallery, there were
numerous other pieces of work done
by just as talented faculty members.
Martha Wakeman did a lovely
painting called Perugia, A Memory,
using a variety of colors. Cindy
In Gallery 66, Denise Pelletier
displayed three intricate pieces of
work. Her piece, Pilgrim (2005), a
ladder of black porcelain and steel
placed against the wall, is very well
designed. The lighting used on her
piece created a very precise shadow
against the white wall behind her
ladder, giving an illusion of a double
image. One of the main visual
attractions of the ladder was the fact
that it narrowed as it scaled the wall
to the very ceiling, where it was the
narrowest. The narrowing of the
ladder gave the illusion that if it were
climbed, it would lead to somewhere
high up and far away. The ladder
could resemble climbing high into
the haylofts in a pilgrim's house,
Photo by Becca Shubert' 12
Davis did a very large piece, Untitled
(2008). Her piece must have taken a
tremendous amount of time and very
precise attention to detail. It appeared
that she cut numerous maps into long,
narrow strips and then weaved them
together into another very large map.
Victor Pacheco did a piece titled, Star
Dust Blue (2007), which took up a
large amount of space in the center of
the room, as it was large collection of
intertwining and curved metal rods.
Star Dust Blue was hard to interpret
with its many abstract qualities;
however, it could be seen as what a
constellation of stars might look like
clustered together in the sky. There
was also a beautiful photography
piece by Andrea Wollensak titled
\
"I Open the Window," in which she
captured numerous photographs and
videos from the landscape of Jonsered
Manor in Sweden. Her arrangement
of the colorful photographs creates
a very visually pleasing design.
There is a large variety of works by
different faculty members in Gallery
Photo by Becca Shubert' 12
66 and Manwaring Gallery other than
the very few mentioned and students
should try to venture to Cummings to
see the talented Faculty Art Exhibit,
if they haven't done so already. The
pieces presented in the galleries are
extremely intricate and beautiful that
they don't deserve to be skipped out On.
Photo by Becca Shubert' 12
Is The Best Barbeque In The East
Located In New London?
Chester's BBQ
BEN EAGLE '09
editor-in-chief
BBQ is inextricably linked to
southern culture. Below the Mason-
Dixon line the sight (every block there
is another place claiming to be "Real,
Authentic Southern BBQ) and smell
(the haunting aroma of an industrial
smoker) of barbecue are everywhere.
Around here, authentic, even quality
barbecue is hard to come by. Or is it?
Two years ago, a small hole in
the wall restaurant opened on Bank
Street. From the outside, this place
is nothing special. Inside, however,
it serves some of the best BBQ I've
ever had in the northern latitudes.
This place is Chester's BBQ, and in
the two years since it has opened,
it has grown popular enough to
open a second location in Groton.
A large part of this success can be
attributed to owner and chef, Chester
Dugas. Mr. Dugas, who was a staple
at Chester's when it first opened,
is a walking encyclopedia of BBQ
knowledge. His motto, "Barbecue is
not the sauce. It's what the sauce goes
on," is something that Chester's lives
and dies by. They offer different styles
of meat that span all different types
of barbecue, from the pulled pork of
the Carolinas to a Texas beef brisket
that few BBQ joints outside of Texas
would even dare
offer. Mr. Dugas
floats between
these cuisines as
effortlessly as the
aromas wafting
from his giant
smokers out back.
Ifthese aromas,
a combination of
cedar and heaven,
don't lure you
into Chester's,
one taste of the
BBQ will. My
favorite dish is
their burnt ends.
These small,
flavorful pieces
from the ends of
a smoked beef brisket are considered
a delicacy in barbecue world (like
caviar for hicks). Tasting them is
a rare experience: they somehow
capture the flavor of smoking unlike
any other BBQ dish. In my opinion,
the ends are at their best on a sandwich
"Gator Style," which is Chester's
name for a cole slaw topping.
Other standouts at Chester's
include their Texas Beef Brisket and
Memphis BBQ Pork. The former
finds a perfect balance between the
smoky and the sweet, a product no
doubt of the two-day preparation it
goes through before hitting your plate.
Mr. Dugas also strikes gold with the
BBQ Pork, which is flavorful without
being too fatty; a problem that much
pulled pork in the North encounters.
To add some fiber to your otherwise
protein-laden meal, Chester has a
wide-range of sides. Their Mac &
Cheese is stupendous, as is their Cole
Slaw (crunchy, and not covered in
mayonnaise). For the bean fan among
us, Chester's Texas Baked Beans is
peerless. In addition to the legumes,
there are also chunks of smoked meat.
Mr. Dugas may contend that
BBQ is not about the sauce, but for
someone who believes that, he sure
does spend a lot of time on them.
All of them, from the hickory to the
smoky, are made from scratch every
day. The flavors are layered, and
while they are not the center-point of
the meal, they certainly contribute.
For the hungry among us, Chester's
also offers smoked meats by the pound.
So next time, when you're hungry or
even better, when you're really hungry,
go to Chester's. It is the best BBQ you
can get in New London and it might
even be the best BBQ in New England.
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What Tailgate?
One writer's struggle tofind
some chicken wings
MICHAEL FLINT '11
staff writer
Everyone who got out of their
dorm-rooms to cheer on the Men's
Soccer team on Wednesday was
treated to a great game and great food.
Or, at least that was the intention.
As a friend of SAC on Facebook, I
was really excited when they invited
me to a tailgate during the soccer
game. Activities, like tailgating, do not
really go on at Connecticut College
that frequently and the spread SAC
was supplying sounded delicious:
chicken wings from Hot Rod's.
The Facebook event said it started at
4:30 PM and would run until 6:30 PM
and so, as a fan of showing up casually
late, I decided to arrive between 5
PM and 5:30 PM. But as I walked
across the Green at approximately
5:20 PM, I was shocked to find no
tables with food, nobody eating,
no loud music, and no tailgate.
As 1 moved through the crowd of
people watching the soccer game,
1 asked around about what had
happened. Most people either didn't
know what I was talking about, or
thought the tailgate hadn't happened
at all. One girl, however, pointed
out that there was a small plate of
chicken wing bones on the ground,
so even though she hadn't gone,
she was "pretty sure" the tailgate
had gone on at some point.
Although many people, including
myself, seemed to miss the party,
according to sources who had attended,
it was very successful. Those who
made it said the food was really good,
and there seemed to be more students
out to watch the game than usual.
I hope SAC will sponsor more
events like this in the future. They're
great for school-spirit and gelling
people out to cheer on the sports teams.
Hopefully Iwon't miss it next time.
Photos Courtesy of Hannah Sporer
Camels Shift Focus To
Next Meet
continued from page twelve
it was most likely poison ivy. So, we
eliminated that short loop from the
course to eliminate any uneasiness."
Bishop assured that the course
changes have not effected times and
performance at all. He said, "The
course is completely comparable.
The vast majority is the same. We
added one short loop to the women's
course and two to the men's."
Bishop, as if predicting the future,
hoped that this week's home meet
would not be a repeat of the 2006
NESCAC Championship meet and
also that the "weather doesn't impact
things to the point where the park
director doesn't allow us to run.
The park director doesn't want any
damage to the grounds, which are
extremely expensive to repair."
Weather aside, Bishop is still very
eager for the rest of the 2008 season.
He stated, "We have gollen off to a
great start, but still have a lot of work
to do. The first three meets have been
very successful. We've demonstrated
that we're a very good team, but need
to improve to become a great team.
People have worked very hard this
week, and 1 think we are overall in a
very good position for this weekend."
Senior, Kaitrin Herdic, has run
first in all three meets thus far, and
was expecte tOleadror ffie Camels
once again this weekend. Regarding
the nature of the team, Bishop said
"They're a tight pack, that's the
great thing about them. The top
runners are within 45 second of
each other, which is excellent. We
have a lot of depth and are working
together to move up to the front."
The Camels top competition
this weekend would have been
Tufts, Stonehill, and Bowdoin.
The Camels will be crossing their
fingers that weather doesn't impede
the running of the NEICAAA
Championship, Saturday October
11th, at Franklin Park in Boston.
Friday
at Bates
11 AM
Men's Women's Field CrossVolley-
Soccer Soccer Hockey Coon-ball try
Wednesday
v. Trin- v.ECSU at Wells-
ity 4:30PM ley
7PM 4:30PM
Thursday
10/3
Saturday
10/4
at Bates
2PM
at Bates
12 PM
Sunday
10/5
Monday
Tuesday
10/7
Cross Country was not
the only sport inconve-
nienced by the weather:
..AM on Silfen Field
• The Women's Soccer game against
Williams was played right after at 1
PM
• The Men's Soccer team, which was
originally scheduled to play on Tem-
pel Green, was also moved to the arti-
ficial turf of Silfen Field
• As scheduled, the Men's Water Polo
team hosted St. Francis College at 12
PM in the Lott Natatorium. It was
their home opener.
Loose Officiating Spoils
Otherwise Solid Win For
The Camels
Cameron, but his shot was blocked
on a nice save from goalie Ted Lane.
Theshutoutwas Lane'sfirstofthe '08
season. The Bear's offense had put up
20 goals in their seven previous games,
so Lane's accomplishment is notable.
The Camels are now 2-2, and
will look to extend their winning
streak 10 upcoming games.
continued from page twelve
controlled the ball, broke through
the defense and knocked a shot pass
Walsh to put the Camels up 1-0.
The Camels could not celebrate
just yet though. With four minutes
remaining in the contest, Coast Guard
Academy senior, Peter Deneen broke
loose on a fast break. Deneen was
tripped from behind in the box, but
no call was made. The no-call was
just one of many in a game where
both sides complained about the
officiating. The loose ball dribbled
to leading Bear scorer, Thomas
.
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Inclement Weather
Forces Camels To Shuffle
Schedule
the course of their season claiming
that it is "a great place to train."
After the "NESCAC Rash" scare,
a rash rumored to have been caused
by running in knee-deep water
infested with poison ivy resin during
the NESCAC Championship race in
2006, a few course alterations were
made. Bishop claims "We didn't
feel that we absolutely had to make
changes. There were no long-term
implications resulting from the rash.
Itwas probably from poison ivy resin
getting into the water that people were
running through. There were [sic] fifty
mile per hour on shore winds, which
flooded the course section. There was
quite a bit of debate about swimmer's
itch, but the health specialist said that
Connecticut College's Director of
Athletics and Physical education, Fran
Shields .reunited with his St. Lawrence
teammates when he was inducted into
the SLU Athletic Hall of Fame this
past weekend. Shields, who has been
a valuable member
of the Connecticut
College athletic de-
partment since he
began working here
in 1980, was also a
valuable member of
SLU's 1979 Men's
Lacrosse team. He
was both an All-
American attackman
and a tri-captain for a
squad that went 13-3.
1979 was a magi-
Fran Shields Inducted Into
Saint Lawrence Athletic Hall
Of Fame
Home Cross Country meet is
cancelled
Connecticut College's Athletic Director was
an All-American attackman and tri-captain for
SLU's 1979Men's Lacrosse Team
ELLEN CAVANAUGH '10
staff writer
A day at the beach turned into
a day to cuddle by the fire this
weekend, when torrential downpour
and the threat of flooding cancelled
Connecticut College's home
Cross Country meet. The meet,
which is always held at Harkness
Park, could not be rescheduled.
Nearly fifteen miles from
Connecticut College's campus,
Harkness Park has been the site of
the Camel Cross Country home meets
since 2003. The Camels first began
practicing at Harkness in 1998, about
ten years ago. Head coach of the
women's team, Ned Bishop confirms
that the team makes the trek to
Harkness about six or eight times over
voice editorial staff
SEE CAMELS
continued on page eleven
cal year for the Saints of St. Lawrence
University. Riding a wave of momen-
tum, the Saints staged a major upset
against Hobart in the NCAA Div.
II-Ill Quarterfinals, defeating them
12-11. Hobart was one of only two
teams who had defeated SLU in the
regular season. The Saints later lost
to eventual national
champions, Adelphi in
the national semifi nals.
For their efforts, Coach
Don Leet received the
USILA Division III
National Coach of the
Year award, and the
season is widely con-
sidered the best ever by
a SLU Lacrosse Team.
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WHALE OF AWEDNESDAY
Men and Women's Soccer Teams defeat Coast Guard to keep
Whale Cup at Connecticut College for another year
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Women's Soccer Continues
"Whale Cup" Winning
Streak
Lessig's Last Whale
Cup Is A Win
Connecticut College Women's Soccer
defeats Coast Guard 2-0
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For now, the Whale Cup will
reside at Connecticut College.
The Camels defeated the US
Coast Guard Academy Wednesday
afternoon 1-0. Matt Hula scored the
winning goal in the nnd minute.
With the victory, Connecticut College
improved to 20-9-2 in their 31 year-
old rivalry game with the USCGA.
In the first half, both teams were
unable to capitalize on numerous
scoring opportunities. In the tenth
minute, sophomore Trevor Prophet
got the crowd on their feet only to see
his shot fly wide to the right. Later in
the half, during the fifteenth minute,
Hawaiinative,DavidKelloggdelivered
a beautiful comer kick directly to Hula.
Unfortunately, Hula could not convert
on a Mader that sailed left of the post.
Brand's goal would be the last
goal of the game for either team.
With a comfortable lead, the Camels
continued to possess the ball very
Last Wednesday evening, the well as they proved who was the more
women's soccer team traveled down fit team. They also set up several
the road to play the annual "Whale shots that missed the net by inches.
Cup" facing local rival the US Coast The defense played a major role in
Guard Academy. Fourteen minutes the win as it shut down any offensive
into the game, sophomore Candice attacks by the Coast Guard. Juniors
Clark got things ------------ Jenna Ross and
started with an "The defense played a Bailey Andrews
unassisted goal, split time in net,
giving the Camels major role in the win generating a total
the lead. Clark's as it shut down any of six saves. The
goal, which came Camels out shot
on a brilliant offensive attacks ..." the Bears 12-to-6.
dribble through Sat u r day's
the box, was made all the more victory contributed to the Blue
impressive by the fact that she just and White's winning record
recently returned from injury. Only against Coast Guard, which is
two minutes later, Clark was involved now 9-0. The Camels are now 3-1.
in another score when she set up
senior Sophfa Brand to give the Lady
Camels a 2-0 lead.
As the first half dwindled to a
close, the Coast Guard Bears had
a missed opportunity of their own.
With I:50 left to play, Nate Wojcik
hooked a cross that landed near the
left post. Teammate Nick Devine
dove for the ball, but despite his
effort, he could not reach the ball
before it trickled out of bounds.
The second half saw the Blue and
White on the offensive. In that latter
portion of the game the Camels out
shottheBears 10-2. Prophet had a lofty
pass to Hula on the right side of the
box with 24:30 remaining in the game.
The shot, which looked like it would
break the deadlock, was blocked by a
header from Bear goalie Ben W I hHas.owever, the Prophet - Hula
connectIOn would not be denied for
long. In the nnd minute a P h, rop et
header found a streaking Hul H Ia. u a
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continued on page eleven
